
Savage Space Weapons V 02

Ranged Weapons 
Type Range Damage RoF Cost Weight Shots Min Str Notes

Laser Pistol 12/48/48 1-3d6 1 300 5 25 - Semi-Auto

Laser Rifle 24/48/96 1-3d6 3 450 10 30 - Auto, 3RB

Laser Cannon 30/60/120 1-3d6 5 650 15 50 d6 Auto, Bipod, Snapfire

Laser damage can be increased by using more shots. 1 shot=1d6, 2 shots=2d6, max 3 shots=3d6

Blaster Pistol 12/24/48 2d6 1 250 4 15 - Semi-Auto

Heavy Blaster Pistol 12/24/48 2d8 1 350 8 10 d6 Semi-Auto

Blaster Carbine 12/24/48 2d6+1 3 400 9 25 - Auto, 3RB

Blaster Repeater Rifle 24/48/96 2d8+1 1 450 10 20 d6 AP2 Semi-Auto, Snapfire

Blaster Hunting Rilfe 40/80/120 2d10 1 500 11 10 - AP4, Scope, Snapfire

Blaster Autorifle 30/60/90 2d8+1 3 600 12 50 d8 AP1, Auto, 3RB, Bipod, Snapfire

Blaster weapons can be set to stun, causing only nonlethal damage.

Pellet Pistol 10/20/30 1-3d6 1 200 10 10 - Semi-Auto

Pellet Rifle 10/20/30 1-3d6+2 1 400 15 15 d6

Pellet Autorifle 10/20/30 1-3d6 3 800 20 20 d8 Auto, 3RB, Snapfire

Pellet guns cause damage dependent on distance. 3d at close, 2d at medium, 1d at long range.

Disintegrator Pistol 5/10/20 3d10+1 1 Mil 8 6 - AP10, HW, 1 round recharge

Disintegrator Rifle 12/24/48 3d10+2 1 Mil 16 12 d8 AP10, HW, 1 round recharge, Snapfire,

Disintegrators breach ship hulls. They can only be fired every other turn. Illegal and not available for purchase!

Special Weapons
Type Range Damage RoF Cost Weight Shots Min Str Notes

EMP Cannon Cone Template 2d8 1 1000 12 10 d6 EMP, Snapfire

EMP weapons cause damage to electrical circuits. Androids and implant wearers take normal damage. no armor. Anyone else suffers half, non-lethal  
damage. 

Wristthrower Cone Template special 1 Mil 8 2 - Ignores Armor and Shields. See desc.

Wrist throwers are attached to the lower arm of the wearer. You can not reload them in the field as special tools are required.

Grenades
Type Range Damage RoF Cost Weight Burst Min Str Notes

Grenade 05/10/20 3d6 - 125 1 MBT - Grenade

Detonator Grenade 05/10/20 3d10 - Mil 2 LBT - AP10, HW, Grenade

Stun Grenade 05/10/20 special - 100 1 SBT - Stun, Grenade

Ammunition
Ammo Weight Cost Notes

Laser Battery 2 50 Recharges all Laser weapons back to full

Blaster Pack 2 25 Reloads 25 shots in all blaster types

Pellet Drum 02/04/06 15 (10) / 25 (15) / 40 (20) Number in ( ) amount of shots in the drum

Disintegrator Mag 1 Mil

EMP Powercell 5 50

Wristthrower Tanks 4 Mil
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Laser
A Laser weapon uses specially cut industrial crystals to focus a high powered beam of light into a deadly laser streak. You can adjust the  
weapons power consumption rate to control the weapons output. Alliance manufactured space ships all have coated walls that absorb laser  
Fire. Personal shields can absorb the damage but only specially coated armor provides any protection.

Effect: You can choose to use 1-3 shots to cause 1-3d6 damage as a free action.

Blaster
Blaster weapons utilize a miniature graviton generator to produce a highly concentrated beam of gravitational energy. The beam generates 
a sound in the lower band frequency that can cause nausea in addition to pain in the victims. This side effect can actually be used to stun  
enemies instead of killing them outright. The weapon is safe to fire inside spaceships as the hulls can absorb the force of the blast.  
Personal shields can deflect the gravitational hit and even padded armors protect the wearer from blaster fire. Blaster weapons are the 
most commonly used weapon in the cluster.

Effect: You can change between the stun and kill setting as a free action.

Pellet
Pellet guns use pressurized gas to fire capsules filled with small ceramic balls. Due to the force of the launch the capsule is shredded with  
a loud boom as soon as it leaves the weapon and releases the pellets into a small cloud. Originally these weapons where built to be safely  
fired in spaceships before ablative coating was widely available. As such pellets can´t breach any kind of hard armor. On the other hand  
Shields are absolutely useless against them.

Effect: Pellets breach shields, damage decreases the further away a target is. Hard armor negates absorbs all damage.

Disintegrator
Disintegrators create particles that swing in a frequency that disrupts the atomic connections within elements. This enables the beam to 
penetrate even the hardest material and cause horrific wounds. A critical hit could vaporize a whole person. Due to the inherent dangers  
these weapons are banned in the cluster and shunned by all species. Being caught with one is a sure way of getting into trouble with the  
local authorities, no matter if you are in the core or rim. Ship hulls can be penetrated by the beam, please do not fire in space! 

Effect: Disintegrators have a high damage and AP value. One round charge-up required. A weapon of this type will be confiscated 
and destroyed on detection. The carrier will be apprehended by the local authorities as a terrorist. If incapacitated by a disintegrator  
hit roll an extra vigor first. If successful roll incap as normal. If not the victim is vaporized.

EMP
EMP weapons are designed to take out electronics quickly. This includes androids, soldiers with implants and starship controls. They 
charge up and unleash an EMP burst in a cone area in front of the weapon. Be careful where you aim or you might knock out an entire 
starship!

Effect: EMP weapons primarily cause damage to electrical circuits. Androids and implant wearers take normal damage. no armor. 
Anyone else suffers half, non-lethal damage due to an overload of the nervous system.

Wristthrowers
These thowers are mounted on your lower arm. The ammunition is held in small tanks at the side of the throwing tube. They can be filled  
with a variety of liquids. The most common types are: flaming, corrosive and poisonous. All have in common that they simply ignore 
armor or shields. The effect varies by ammunition type.

Effect: All ammunition types use the Flamethrower rules for shooting and dodging from the SWD p. 51
Flaming: Damage 2d10, can set the target aflame as described in SWD p. 88
Corrosive: Damage 2d8, uses corrosion from the Acid trapping SWD p. 106
Poisonous: See SWD p. 89

Grenades
There are a lot of different types of grenades in the universe, but this small selection should keep you covered!

Effect: See Grenades p. 51 SWD
Stun: These are made to stun and not kill your opponent. Once hit the victim must make a Vigor roll or be shaken and take a level of 
fatigue. On a success the victim is only shaken, on a raise it gets away unscathed.
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Melee Weapons Table

Type Damage Weight Cost Notes

Vibro Knife Str + d6 2 200 AP2, Vibro

Vibro Sword Str + d8 8 300 AP2, Vibro

Vibro Axe Str + d6 +1 5 250 AP2, Vibro

Vibro Spear Str + d6 8 300 AP2, Parry +1, Reach 1, 2 hands, Vibro

On a natural one on the fighting die the battery dies. Weapon looses AP and damage is reduced one die type. 

Energy Knife Str + d6 +2 1 500 AP5, Energy

Energy Sword Str + d10+2 5 Mil AP5, Energy

Energy Bayonet Str + d6 +2 1 250 AP5, changes ranged weapons melee stats: Str+d6, Parry +1, Reach 1, 2 hands, Energy

Energy Blades cannot be parried except by other energy weapons. 

Shockstick Special 2 200 Stun

Victim must make a Vigor roll or be shaken and take a level of fatigue. On a success only shaken. On a raise unscathed.

General melee weapon notes
All primitive melee weapons from the Savage Worlds Deluxe core book are also available on low tech worlds.

Vibroblades
As the name suggests these weapons are not actually sharp but dangerous because of their fast vibrations that lets them cut through most  
materials. However they require batteries to run. Without power they are blunt objects.

Effect: If you roll a natural one on the fighting die while using a vibro weapon the weapons battery dies. The Weapon looses the AP 
bonus and damage is reduced by one die type.

Energyblades
These specialized melee weapons use different focus crystals to create independent charged particle beams that connect in a predefined 
distance of the hilt and neutralize each other out. They come in various shapes and sizes, from a twohander to a tiny dagger. The small  
iterations are relatively common and mass produced while full sized swords are very rare to come by. You will have to get one personally 
crafted. Armor that protects from laser fire does also protect against these energy blades.

Effect: These weapons can only be parried by their own kind. They simply cut through vibro weapons

Shockstick
These crowd control weapons are usually used by law enforcement as non deadly conflict solvers. Anyone hit by a stick will probably  
collapse twitching uncontrollably.

Effect: They are made to stun and not kill your opponent. Once hit the victim must make a Vigor roll or be shaken and take a level of 
fatigue. On a success the victim is only shaken, on a raise it gets away unscathed.
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